The DTRA Human Resource (J1HR) and Chemical and Biological Technologies Department (J9CB) will be discussing the agency’s mission and scientific research opportunities.

**DTRA Team:**
Carl Brown
Darnell Green
Sharon Fernandez
Michele Perry

**FACULTY SESSION**
DTRA RFP INFORMATION
2:30p-3p
Bond Auditorium

**Learn about Internship, Fellowship and Workplace Programs for Students with the following Majors**

- Animal Science
- Biology
- Chemistry
- Computer Science
- Electrical Engineering
- Environmental Science
- Food Science
- Mathematics
- Physics
- Plant Science

DTRA CB’s mission is to protect civilians, American warfighters and their allies from threats posed by chemical and biological weapons. More information on DTRA CB’s mission can be found at [http://www.dtra.mil](http://www.dtra.mil).

- Hear an overview from DTRA CB on applicable science and technology
- Learn of future employment opportunities where students’ passion for STEM research can be applied to support DOD and moreover the nation
- Participate in live discuss with DTRA personnel knowledgeable of future opportunities for students and faculty.